Yeweon Kim
yeweonkim@ucsb.edu
Needs 3-4 RAs
**Project:** Online incivility and hate
**Tasks:** Programming & testing surveys in Qualtrics; Conducting literature reviews; Designing study materials
*Korean language desired (but not mandatory)*

Chantel Haughton
cnhaughton@ucsb.edu
Needs 2 RAs
**Project:** Black and Latinx family conversations about their experiences with mental health during COVID [[Data collected over Zoom]]
**Tasks:** Recruiting & managing research participants; Data coding; Transcribing interviews
*Priority for students who identify as Black and/or Latinx.*
*Must be able to follow instructions, pay attention to detail, and feel comfortable speaking with Black/ Latinx folks.*

J Nan Wilkenfeld
jnwilkenfeld@ucsb.edu
Needs 1-2 RAs
**Project:** Evolution of a tech company: This project uses interviews and company artefacts to understand the changes taking place in an organization
**Tasks:** Transcribing interviews; Conducting literature reviews
*2 units*

Cynthia McLeod
cynthiamcleod@ucsb.edu
Needs 2 RAs
**Project #1:** Transcription of analog archives (pension and inventory records) from contraband camps during the American Civil War into digital format for American descendants of enslavement to access.
**Tasks:** Conducting literature reviews; software engineering/wireframing (wanted but not required)
**Project #2:** Online communities, social identity, and social network site/internet addiction.
**Tasks:** Conducting literature reviews